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Abstract 
This document describes calibration of milk meters MM25 and MM27 in 

ALPRO Windows 7.0 

Algoritm 
The calculatation of BIAS values of the milk meters is made in two steps; first adjust each milk 

meter in relation to all the other meters. I.e. to make all meters return the same value on a given 

milk weight. Then all the milk meters need to be adjusted to make their combined weigths measure 

up with what is measured in the milk tank.  

To adjust the milk meters in relation to each other we use the something we call “Relative Yield” 

which is [the measured milk on the milked cow] / [expected yield on the cow]  x 100. “Expected 

yield” is calculated internally in the ALPRO processor and is based on the cow’s 7 day average 

yield and the time elapsed since the cow was last milked.  

To adjust the combined, by milk meter, measured milk weights with the tank milk weight we 

simply use a factor manually entered by the user. 

Here is the algorithm to calculate a BIAS on a milkmeter in ALPRO Windows:  

[New BIAS] =  100 x [Calibration factor] x  [Old BIAS] / [RelativeYield Avg] 

Where  

[Calibration factor] (manually enetered by the user) = [Milk weigth measured in tank]/[Milk 

weigh recorded by milk meter] 

[Old BIAS] = The BIAS of the milk meter as it was before the new calculation 
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[Relative Yield Avg] = 14 days average of [Relative Yield]  

NOTE! Individual [Relative Yield] outside the range 70-130 are excluded from the average. 

[Relative Yield] = 100 x [Milk weight recorded by the milk meter]/[the expected weight of the 

cow] 

NOTE! Once new BIAS values have been calculated and stored in the milk meters no new 

calculations should be done within 14 days to allow the system to adjust the relative yields used. 

The same thing is valid for new installation. Allow the system to run for 14 days before caculating 

BIAS values.  

Example 

 
Relative Yield=the average of the input (Relative Yield) 

Count = number of values used to calculate Avg Relative Yield 

StDev = the standard deviation of the input values (Relative Yield), NOTE not the standard deviation of the Milk Meters  

The picture above is from ALPRO Windows GUI 
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The calibration factor is 1 as can be seen in the green circle. The data circled in red are showing 

data for milk meter on stall 1. Relative Yield = 99.79, Current BIAS = 1000. The New BIAS is 

calculated to 1002 according the formula: [New BIAS] =  100 x [Calibration factor] x  [Old BIAS] 

/ [RelativeYield Avg] = 100 x 1.0 x 1000 / 99.79 


